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Abstract
In this paper we present an implementation of the general system for type inference
algorithms HM(X), using Prolog and Constraint Handling Rules. In our implemen-
tation the dierence between the general aspects of the type inference algorithms
and the constraint resolution module becomes clearer, when compared to other
implementations of the same systems, usually made in a functional programming
language. In the constraint module, solving equality constraints, here implemented
by Prolog unication, is completely separated from constraint simplication, which
is made by a solver implemented in CHR for each system. CHR rules become a
clear and natural way of specifying the simplication mechanism.
1 Introduction
Constraint based type inference becomes clearer when implemented in a con-
straint programming language. Type inference algorithms for functional pro-
gramming languages are based in the notion of constraint resolution. The
type inference algorithm of ML [6], uses unication for solving constraints in
the type language, and several extensions of this algorithm are based on ex-
tensions of the unication algorithms with some kind of constraint resolution
mechanism. Some examples include record systems [16] and type inference
dealing with overloading [22,13,15]. The same happens for object oriented
languages where the previous systems are extended with the notion of subtyp-
ing [2,7,8]. Subtyping is modeled by solving subtype constraints in the type
inference process.
In this context Odersky, Sulzmann and Wehr dened the HM(X ) frame-
work, [21], as a general framework for type systems with constraints. Instanti-
ating the parameter X , to a specic constraint system, denes a specic type
system (note the relation with the CLP(X ) framework for constraint logic pro-
gramming [11]). They showed that the instantiations of X are sound under
c
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an untyped semantics and they presented a generic type inference algorithm
which guarantees standard properties of type inference, such as decidability
and the existence of principal types, under certain conditions on X . The
HM(X ) type inference algorithm is presented in a syntax closely related with
an implementation in a functional programming language, as it is usually done
in the denition of type inference algorithms for functional languages.
In this paper we redene the general algorithm using Prolog with Con-
straint Handling Rules (CHR), (see [9] for a survey on CHR). In this formula-
tion of the algorithm, equality constraints are specied by Prolog unication,
and any extensions become clear as a set of simplication rules with a declar-
ative specication using CHR.
In this work we do not present yet another type inference system. The main
contribution is to show that logic programming, as a specication language
for type inference algorithms, and Constraint Handling Rules, as a way of
specifying explicitly the constraint solving algorithms implicitly dened by
type systems, are a very declarative paradigm to specify and implement type
inference algorithms for programming languages.
We assume that the reader is familiar with CHR and type inference for
functional programming languages (see [5] for a good survey on the subject).
It is also assumed that the reader is familiar with the logic programming
paradigm, [12].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The next section presents the
related work. Then we present a brief description of CHR. We then describe
succinctly the HM(X ) framework. Next we dene the general type inference
algorithm for the HM(X ) framework, as a logic program with a constraint
simplication module, and show how type inference for ML is trivially done
as a special case of the algorithm. Then, as case studies, we present the CHR
rules which implement type simplication in a record calculus, and a system
dealing with overloading. Finally we outline some future work.
2 Related Work
In [10] Glynn, Stuckey and Sulzmann applied CHR to the study and implemen-
tation of several extensions of type classes. Their thesis was that \Constraint
handling rules are the right way to understand type classes constraints, and
extensions to type classes". In our work we apply CHR to the specication of
any type inference system based in extensions to unication within the HM(X )
framework. The specication of type classes in [10] can be viewed as a CHR
module for the simplication of type classes, which can be trivially integrated
in our implementation, allowing to make type inference in the presence of
overloading using the type classes formalism.
Our paper is a revised version of [3]. Meanwhile, and independently of
our work, one use of CHR for type inference with Haskell as host language
was presented in [18]. The main dierences from our work are more related
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to dierences in the two paradigms used as host languages. Haskell was more
suitable for type inference implementations where one needed a full control of
unication and of propagation of substitutions. Prolog is preferable when one
wants a more declarative implementation of type inference using the built-in
unication of Prolog and having propagation of substitutions for free. In both
approaches it becomes clear that CHR provides an elegant language for the
implementation of the constraint simplication modules.
3 Constraint Handling Rules (CHR)
Constraint Handling Rules [9] are a high-level language designed to write
constraint solvers. It allows us to add executable specications of a constraint
theory (the user-dened constraints) to a given host language, such as Prolog,
Java or Haskell. Those user-dened constraints are handled by a user-dened
set of CHR rules.
Denition 3.1 A CHR program is a nite set of guarded rules. The two
most important rules (the only rules used in our application) are:
(simplication) H
1
; : : : ; H
i
() G
1
; : : : ; G
j
j B
1
; : : : ; B
k
(propagation) H
1
; : : : ; H
i
=) G
1
; : : : ; G
j
j B
1
; : : : ; B
k
with i > 0; j  0; k  0, and where H
1
; : : : ; H
i
is a nonempty sequence of
CHR (user-dened) constraints, the guard G
1
; : : : ; G
j
is a sequence of built-in
(predened) constraints, and B
1
; : : : ; B
k
is a sequence of built-in and CHR
constraints.
Basically, simplication rewrites constraints preserving logical equivalence,
and propagation adds new constraints that may cause further simplications.
Empty sequences are represented by the built-in constraint true. The
empty guard, true, can be omitted.
3.1 Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of CHR programs is given by a transition system.
Through computational steps, one can proceed from one state to another. A
state is a tuple
hF;E;Di
where F is a conjunction of CHR and built-in constraints, E is a conjunction
of CHR constraints and D is a conjunction of built-in constraints. In a state
hF;E;Di, F are the constraints that remain to be solved, and D and E are
the constraints that have been accumulated and simplied so far.
Denition 3.2 Let P be a CHR program for the CHR constraints and CT a
constraint theory for the built-in constraints. The transition relation 7 ! for
CHR is dened thus:
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(solve) hC ^ F;E;Di 7 ! hF;E;D
0
i
if C is a built-in constraint and CT j= (C ^D)$ D
0
(introduce) hH ^ F;E;Di 7 ! hF;H ^ E;Di
if H is a CHR constraint
(simplify) hF;H
0
^ E;Di 7 ! hB ^ F;E;H = H
0
^Di
if (H , G j B) in P and CT j= D ! 9x (H = H
0
^G)
(propagate) hF;H
0
^ E;Di 7 ! hB ^ F;H
0
^ E;H = H
0
^Di
if (H ) G j B) in P and CT j= D ! 9x (H = H
0
^G)
Denition 3.3 A computation of a conjunction of constraints G, is a se-
quence of states S
0
; S
1
; : : : , with S
i
7! S
i+1
, beginning with the initial state
S
0
= hG; true; truei, and ending with a nal state or diverging. A nite com-
putation is successful if it ends with a nal state of the form htrue; E;Di, and
it is failed if it ends with a nal state of the form hF;E; falsei.
Let us now present an example:
Example 3.4 For the following CHR program, specifying the relation =<:
reflexivity @ X =< Y <=> X = Y | true.
antisymmetry @ X =< Y, Y =< X <=> X = Y.
transitivity @ X =< Y, Y =< Z ==> X =< Z.
the computation of A  B ^ C  A ^B  C is:
hA  B ^ C  A ^B  C; true; truei
7 !
introduce
htrue; A  B ^ C  A ^ B  C; truei
7 !
propagate Transitivity
hC  B;A  B ^ C  A ^B  C; truei
7 !
introduce
htrue; A  B ^ C  A ^ B  C ^ C  B; truei
7 !
simplify Antisymmetry
hB = C;A  B ^ C  A; truei
7 !
solve
htrue; A  B ^ C  A;B = Ci
7 !
simplify Antisymmetry
hA = B; true; B = Ci
7 !
solve
htrue; true; A = B ^ B = Ci
4 The HM(X ) Framework
Here we give a brief overview of the HM(X ) framework dened in [21]. Origi-
nally HM(X ) has an extra rule to deal with subtyping. In our work we do not
deal with subtyping thus the system is presented here without the subtyping
rule. The X in the HM(X ) framework stands for a constraint system along
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the lines dened in [17]. We will not present a formal denition of constraint
system here. We just note that X is a parameter dening:
(i) a set of primitive constraints;
(ii) an entailment relation between constraints (j=);
(iii) a projection of a constraint c onto variables x. As usual, projection is
denoted by the existential quantier (9);
(iv) a set of predicates relating types. This set must contain an equality
predicate.
Concerning type inference, we dene an instance of the general type infer-
ence framework HM(X ) by (X ; T ;S; 
0
). T denes the type language and X
denes the constraint system. The set S denes the set of valid constraints
used in the type schemes and in type derivations, and  
0
is the set with the
initial type declarations.
4.1 The term language
The term language is just the -calculus ([4]) with non-recursive local deni-
tions.
M ::= x j x:M jMM
0
j let x =M in M
0
4.2 The type language
The type language is dened by T . Let  range over an innite set of type
variables,  and 
0
denote types and  denote type schemes. Then the type
language is dened as follows:
 ::=  j  ! 
0
j T 
 ::=  j 8:C ) 
T stands for other type constructors dened in T . Those constructors depend
on the particular instance of HM(X ). Type schemes are of the form 8:C ) ,
where C is a set of constraints. In this framework fC
1
; : : : ; C
n
g is equivalent
to C
1
^    ^ C
n
.
4.3 The type system
Let C be satisable in X ,   one set of type declarations where for each term
variable there is at most one type declaration, and  range over type schemes.
We dene C    ` M :  by the following rules, where  
x
denotes the result
of excluding from   any assumptions about x:
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(Var) C    ` x :  (x :  2  )
(Abs)
C   
x
[ fx : g `M : 
0
C    ` x:M :  ! 
0
(App)
C    `M : 
1
! 
2
C    `M
0
: 
1
C    `MM
0
: 
2
(Let)
C    `M :  C   
x
[ fx : g `M
0
: 
0
C    ` let x =M in M
0
: 
0
(8 Intro)
C [D    `M :   =2 fv(C) [ fv( )
C [ f9:Dg    `M : 8:D ) 
(8 Elim)
C    `M : 8:D ) 
0
C j= [=]D
C    `M : [=]
0
The type 8:D )  is a dierent notation for 8
1
:true )    8
n
:D )  ,
and 9:D for 9
1
: : : :9
n
:D. A type derivation C    `M :  is valid if C is
satisable.
In some situations we might want to restrict the set of constraints appear-
ing in type schemes and type derivations. For that purpose a set of constraints
in solved form is dened and the constraints in type schemes and type deriva-
tions are restricted to constraints in that set. The set S, of constraints in
solved form, is a subset of the set of satisable constraints in X .
The set S determines the valid typings in HM(X ). For example, if S is
the empty set then we cannot type any term.
Example 4.1 Consider the term let y = (x:x) in yy. In this term derivation
the set of constraints is always the empty set thus it will be omitted. We also
consider 8: to be the same as 8:fg )  .
fx : g ` x : 
ABS
?
` x:x : ! 
GEN
?
fy : 8:! g ` y : 8:! 
INTRO
?
fy : 8:! g ` y : 8:! 
INTRO
?
fy : 8:! g ` y : ( ! ) ! ( ! )
APP
H
H
H
H
H
Hj
fy : 8:! g ` y :  ! 
APP






` x:x : 8:! 
LET
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
q
fy : 8:! g ` yy :  ! 
LET







)
` let y = (x:x) in yy :  ! 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5 Normalization
Type inference in HM(X ) combines constraint generation and constraint nor-
malization (simplication).
Here we present the concept of constraint normalization, along the lines
presented in [20].
In [20] substitution  = [
1
=
1
; : : : ; 
n
=
n
], is viewed as the constraint set
f
1
= 
1
; : : : ; 
n
= 
n
g, and the application of substitution  to a constraint
C is viewed as the constraint 9
1
: : : 
n
:(C ^ (
1
= 
1
) ^    ^ (
n
= 
n
)).
Denition 5.1 Let C, D and  be constraints in X , then C ^  is a normal
form of D i C 2 S (being S the set of constraints in solved form), and
C ^  j= D.
Denition 5.2 Let C, C
0
, D,  and 
0
be constraints in X , then C ^ , is a
principal normal form of D, if for all normal forms C
0
^
0
of D, 9U:(C
0
^
0
) j=
9U:(C ^) where U = fv(C ^C
0
^ ^ 
0
) n fv(D), with fv being the function
that returns the set of free variables or a term (constraint, basis).
The principal normal form represents the most general solution of a con-
straint problem.
Example 5.3 Let Herbrand be the constraint system where primitive con-
straints are of the form 
1
= 
2
where 
1
, 
2
are types. The equality predicate
is syntactic equality, and entailment is checked by a matching algorithm. For
example,  !  = ! (! ) entails  =  and  = ! . Let S = true
here represented by ;. Then normal forms correspond to uniers and principal
normal forms to most general uniers.
Denition 5.4 The function normalize from constraints to normal forms is
dened as:
normalize(D) = C ^  if C ^  is a principal normal form of D
= fail if no normal form exists
Normalization can be viewed as an extension of constraint solving and uni-
cation. In our implementation, unication is done by the builtin unication
of Prolog, and normalization corresponds to constraint solving in CHR.
Example 5.5 Consider a constraint system, with primitive constraints of the
form  ::  , and the following rule:
( :: 
1
) ^ ( :: 
2
) j= 
1
= 
2
Then for C = ( :: ( ! )! ) ^ ( ::  ! ),
normalize(C) = ( :: ( ! )! ) ^ [( ! )=]
Denition 5.6 A constraint system X has the principal constraint property,
if for every constraint C in X , either C has a principal normal form, or C does
not have a normal form.
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6 The Type Inference Algorithm
In [21] a general algorithm for inferring types in the HM(X ) framework is
dened. This algorithm is proved to be sound with respect to an untyped
semantics and to derive principal types if X has the principal constraint prop-
erty.
Here we present our specication of the algorithm using Prolog and CHR.
Equality constraints are solved using Prolog unication with an occur-check.
Each dierent instance will correspond to a dierent module in CHR, to nor-
malize constraints which were not solved by unication. Thus, to each type
system corresponds a dierent set of CHR rules, and those rules are the only
dierences between dierent type systems within HM(X ) (except for possible
dierences in the type and term languages).
In the denition of the type inference algorithm and in the rest of the paper,
by an abuse of notation, we use an abstract syntax for types (; 8:D ) 
;
: : :)
instead of the proper syntax for Prolog terms.
Denition 6.1 Given a set of type declarations  , and a term M , the algo-
rithm gives as an output the type  forM , and the set of constraints in solved
form C. The type inference algorithm is dened by the following set of Horn
clauses:
type(C; ; x; ) member(x; ; 8:D) 
1
);
new instance(; 
1
; ; D
1
; D);
normalize(D
1
; C):
type(C; ; x:M; ! ) type(C; [(x; 8;:true) ) j  ];M; ).
type(C; ;M
1
M
2
; ) type(C
1
; ;M
1
; 
1
);
type(C
2
; ;M
2
; 
2
);
append(C
1
; C
2
; D);
unify with occurs check(
1
; 
2
! );
normalize(D;C):
type(C; ; let x =M
1
in M
2
; ) type(C
1
; ;M
1
; 
1
);
gen(C
1
; ; 
1
; C
2
; );
type(C
3
; [(x; ) j  ];M
2
; );
append(C
2
; C
3
; D);
normalize(D;C).
We assume the notation 8;:true)  for simple types. This avoids having
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dierent clauses for simple types and type schemes.
The predicate normalize is dened as follows:
normalize([]; C) ndall constraints( ; CId);
removeId(CId; C):
normalize([XjR1]; C) call(X);
normalize(R1; C):
The rst argument of normalize is a set of constraints. These are the
constraints which are going to be solved by CHR, and it is the only point
where the type inference algorithm diers from one type system to another.
The CHR builtin function, ndall constraints(Pattern,List), unies List
with a list of Constraint # Id pairs from the constraint store that match Pat-
tern. When we call ndall constraints( ,List), we just collect all constraints.
The removeId(CId,C) predicate scans the list CId of pairs of the form
Constraint # Id and for each pair removes the second element.
Let us briey explain the predicate gen used in the Let rule.
In gen(C; ; ;D [ f9:C
0
g; 8:C
0
) ), C 2 S is a set of constraints,  
is a set of type declarations,  is a type scheme and fv(D)\  = ;. The set 
is a subset of (fv() [ fv(C)) n fv( ).
This predicate splits C in two sets, D and C
0
. The generalized variables
appear only in C
0
.
Finally, in the predicate new instance(; 
1
; ; D
1
; D),  is a set of type
variables, 
1
a type, D
1
a set of constraints,  is a type and D a set of
constraints, such that  = [

=]
1
and D = [

=]D
1
(

 are new variables).
That is, D is a new instance of D
1
and  a new instance of 
1
, which results
from replacing the variables in  by fresh variables.
7 Some instances of HM(X )
In this section we present instances of the HM(X ) framework, by dening
the CHR rules used in the normalization of type constraints. The systems
presented are the Damas-Milner [6] type system, the Ohori type system for
extensible records reported in [16], and the system O for dealing with over-
loading [15]. Those systems are used in [19] to illustrate the use of specic
constraint systems for type inference. Here we show that, when compared to
other languages CHR gives a clear and direct implementation of the entailment
relation, dened in the constraint system, as a set of CHR rules.
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7.1 The Damas-Milner Type System
Type inference for pure ML, also known as Damas-Milner type system [6], is
obtained just by dening type schemes as 8:fg ) , which correspond to
8: in the original system, and the satisable constraints equal to true, here
represented by the empty set. In this type system every constraint is solved
by unication.
Example 7.1 Consider the program:
f = let
g x = x
in
g g
Applying the type inference algorithm to g = (x:x) we have:
type(C; 
0
; (x:x); ! )
type(C; [(x; ) j  
0
]; x; )
member(x; [(x; ) j  
0
]; )
new instance(fg; ; ; fg; D)  = ;D = fg
normalize(fg; C) C = fg
Thus,
type(C; 
0
; (x:x); ! )
If we apply the type inference algorithm to let g = (x:x) in gg
type(C; 
0
; let g = (x:x) in gg; )
type(C
1
; 
0
; (x:x); 
1
) 
1
= ! ;C
1
= fg
gen(C
1
; 
0
; ! ;C
2
; ) C
2
= fg;  = 8:fg ) ! 
type(C; [(g; 8:fg ) ! ) j  
0
]; gg; )
type(C
3
; [(g; 8:fg ) ! ) j  
0
]; g; 
3
)
member(g; [(g; 8:fg ) ! ) j  
0
]; 8:fg ) ! )
new instance(; ! ; 
3
; fg; D
3
) 
3
= 
1
! 
1
; D
3
= fg
normalize(fg; C
3
) C
3
= fg
type(C
4
; [(g; 8:fg ) ! ) j  
0
]; g; 
4
)
member(g; [(g; 8:fg ) ! ) j  
0
]; 8:fg ) ! )
new instance(; ! ; 
4
; fg; D
4
) 
4
= 
2
! 
2
; D
4
= fg
normalize(fg; C
4
) C
4
= fg
union(fg; fg; D) D = fg
unify with occurs check(
1
! 
1
; 
2
! 
2
! 
3
) 
1
= 
2
! 
2
;

3
= 
2
! 
2
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normalize(fg; C) C = fg
 = 
3
 = 
2
! 
2
Thus,
type(fg; 
0
; let g = (x:x) in gg; 
2
! 
2
)
After generalizing the variables which do not occur free in the basis, the
types inferred for g and f with initial set of type declarations  
0
= ;, are:
f :: 8 
2
:fg ) 
2
! 
2
g :: 8  :fg )  ! 
7.2 Records
Here we present an instance of the HM(X ) framework by dening the CHR
rules used in the normalization of type constraints for the Ohori type system.
7.2.1 The type language T
The types in T are dened by:
 ::=  j  ! 
0
j fl
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
g
The type fl
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
g denes records with label elds l
1
; : : : ; l
n
, which
have types 
1
; : : : ; 
n
.
7.2.2 The Constraint System R
In HM(R) type variables in type schemes are constrained by a kind k. A kind
k is dened as hl
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
i, and denes the records which contain at
least the elds l
1
; : : : ; l
n
.
Thus, the primitive constraints are of the form ( :: k), where  is a type
and k is a kind.
Let rectype(R) (R = [(l
1
; 
1
); : : : ; (l
n
; 
n
)]) denote the type fl
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
:

n
g, and labtype(L; 
i
) represent the kind hL : 
i
i. The normalization rules for
R are the following:
records1 @ rectype(R) :: labtype(L; 
i
)() member(L;R; 
i
) j true:
records2 @  :: labtype(L; 
1
);  :: labtype(L; 
2
) =) 
1
= 
2
:
records3 @ rectype(R) :: labtype(L; 
2
) =) member(L;R; 
1
) j 
2
= 
1
:
records4 @ exists(; ( :: K))() fv(K; V ); notin(; V ) j true.
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The rst rule states that, for any l
i
; 
i
where i = 1 : : : n, we have fl
1
:

1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
g :: hl
i
: 
i
i. Rules 2 and 3 avoid overloading for elds. One
record cannot have dierent types for the same eld. Rule 4 simplies some
constraints preserving logical equivalence.
As dened in [21], constraints in solved form are the satisable constraints
of the form
C ::= true j ( :: hl : i) j C ^ C j 9:C
The initial set of declarations  
0
has the primitive constructors for the cre-
ation, selection and modication of records.
Let l
1
; : : : ; l
n
be a sequence of elds, and fl
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
g the type
representing a record with those elds. We dene the constructor l
1
: : : l
n
and add to  
0
:
l
1
: : : l
n
: 
1
!    ! 
n
! fl
1
: 
1
; : : : ; l
n
: 
n
g
l
1
: : : l
n
e
1
: : : e
n
creates a new record fl
1
= e
1
; : : : ; l
n
= e
n
g.
For each eld l, we add to  
0
the following type declarations:
:l : 8; :( :: hl : i)) ! 
for eld access, and
modify
l
: 8; :( :: hl : i)) !  ! 
for eld modication.
Example 7.2 Consider the following program:
f x = let
g x y = fl
1
= x ; l
2
= yg
in
modify
l
1
(g 1 2) x
The types inferred for f and g, with the initial type declaration feq :
8:fg ) ! ! bool; 1 : int; 2 : intg, are respectively:
f :: int ! fl
1
: int ; l
2
: intg
g :: 8 ;  :fg )  !  ! fl
1
: ; l
2
: g
Example 7.3 Consider the following function:
f x y = eq x :l y :l
The type inferred for f , with the initial type declaration feq : 8:fg )  !
! boolg, is:
f :: 8 ; ;  :( :: h l : i ^  :: h l :  i ) )  !  ! bool
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7.3 System O
Here we dene a set of CHR rules for normalization of type constraints in
system O [15], as instance of HM(X ). System O deals with a restricted form
of overloading.
In this system, each overloaded operator must have a type of the form
 !  , where  may itself involve . That is, overloaded operators always
have a functional type, where overloading is restricted to the rst argument.
With this simple restriction, system O avoids ambiguity problems, which
may arise in the Haskell type class formalism [14].
7.3.1 The type language T
The type language T is dened by:
 ::=  j  !  j T
1
: : : 
n
where T represents a type constructor of arity n. For instance, in this type
language we consider basic types, such as Int, to be type constructors of arity
0.
7.3.2 The Constraint System O
In O we have two dierent kinds of constraints. We have constraints of the
form (o :: ! ), that restrict the possible instances of a type variable  for
a given overloaded identier o; and constraints of the form o :: 
T
, used to
describe instance declarations of overloaded identiers. The type scheme 
T
must satisfy the following conditions:

T
::= T !  fv()  
j 8:

) 
0
T
fv(

)  fv(
0
T
)
where the constraint 

only contains predicates of the form (o :: ! ). We
assume that 
T
is a closed type scheme. The normalization rules for O are
the following:
over1 @ (o :: arrow(; 
1
)); (o :: arrow(; 
2
)) =)
unify with occurs check(
1
; 
2
):
over2 @ (o :: arrow(T 
1
; 
1
)); (o :: arrow(T 
2
; 
2
)) =)
unify with occurs check( 
1
; 
2
);
unify with occurs check(
1
; 
2
):
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over3 @ (o :: forall(;D; )); D
1
=) replace(D; [(; T )]; D
1
);
replace(; [(; T )]; 
1
) j (o :: 
1
):
over4 @ exists(; (o :: arrow(; )))() true.
Rules 1 and 2 ensure the fact that the argument type uniquely determines
the result type. Rule 3 implements the instance (or 8 Elim) rule. Finally
the last rule implements an open world approach, where one does not have to
declare instances for every overloaded operator.
For each overloaded identier o, the following type declaration:
o : 8; :(o :: ! )) ! 
is added to the initial environment  
0
. These type declarations added to the
initial environment, provide the restrictions imposed on overloaded operators
in system O.
In HM(O) the term language is extended with instance declarations. The
extended term language is as follows:
M ::= x jMM j x:M j let x = M in M
P ::= M j inst o : 
T
=M in P
In the instance declaration inst o : 
T
=M in P , the meaning of the identier
o is overloaded with the function given by M .
In [15] the type system is extended with an extra rule for instances. As-
suming that the instance declarations are available before the type inference
process, we do a preprocessing stage where, for each instance declaration
inst o : 
T
= M in P , we typecheck M : 
T
, and then add the constraint
(o :: 
T
) to the CHR constraint store.
Thus, each instance of an overloaded operator denes an axiom of the form
(o :: 
T
), where 
T
is the type declaration for the corresponding instance of
o.
Example 7.4 Consider the following program:
inst + : int ! int ! int = plus int
inst + : oat ! oat ! oat = plus oat
f = 3 + toInt(2:4 + 2:5)
Where plus int and plus oat are the sum for integers and for oats, respec-
tively.
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The type inferred for f , with the initial environment  
0
= ftoInt : oat!
int;+ : 8; :(+ :: ! )) ! ; 3 : int; 2:4 : oat; 2:5 : oatg, is:
f :: int
8 Future Work
There are two topics which are left for future work:
(i) There is a close connection between some properties of CHR programs,
such as conuence and termination [1], and standard properties of type
inference systems, such as decidability and existence of principal types.
By showing directly some properties for the CHR program which species
each type system, we would get for free properties of the type system.
That would be another gain in using CHR for the specication of type
constraints simplication.
(ii) Applying CHR to the specication of subtyping. Previous work about
subtyping constraints simplication are constraint-based and thus, CHR
seems to be a promising framework for this topic.
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